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Chapter 1



Notation used in this course A vector consists of a magnitude (scalar) and a direction, with the direction usually denoted by a unit vector. To denote a vector, like a force, we use bold characters:



F



The magnitude of a vector is denoted by the same letter of the vector, but without boldface: F = |F| F To denote a unit vector we also use bold characters and we add a circumflex accent on the top of the vector: û A unit vector is defined by û = u / |u| = u / u Finally, we have



F=Fî



where î is the direction of the force.



We will also used a special representation of a vector called phasor representation and denoted by a boldface letter with a tilde over it.



F
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The Forces that we know : Gravity:



Fm1 = - G (m1 m2 / r2) û



Gravitational constant: G = 6.67 x 10-11 Nm2/kg2



Others: Tension, friction, normal reaction Relation: Newton's Law



∑ F = dp / dt = m a



What About Charges ? Given framework established by Newton (1687), the task at hand is to find the form for other forces in the world.



EXERCISE 1 A “charged” ball Q1 is placed next to another massive charged ball Q2 that is connected to the ceiling with a string. Q2 comes to equilibrium at angle θ as shown. Q1 is held in position. From this observation, we can already learn something about the nature of the electrical force FE exerted by Q1 on Q2. Example, what is the sign of each component of the force; i.e., FEx and FEy ?
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EXERCISE 1 – continue How to think about this… • Two forces act on Q2 :



- its weight (mg) - the tension (T) of the string



• T has an x-component; mg does not. • Equilibrium: the net force on Q2 must be zero. • The electrical force (FE) must at least have an x-component to cancel the xcomponent of the tension (T).



T FEx • Therefore,



FEx > 0



Now consider FEy : • T and mg have y-components of opposite sign, so at first glance it may look like we can say nothing about FEy. • We also know that the Electrical force has a positive x-component… • AND, we assume the force is CENTRAL in character; it acts along the line connecting the two charges. • Then,



FEy > 0
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Is it a reasonable assumption? • What if there was NO FEy ? • That would mean that the only force Q2 feels from Q1 is to the right… Ty and mg balance. • For that, it means that we are assuming there is some preferred direction in space (the horizontal direction), and this is not very probable.
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The Electric Charges Solids, liquids, gases consist of atoms The diagram below shows a simple model of an atom:



Notice how an atom resembles the solar system. In a solar system, the Gravitational force is responsible for holding the orbit of planets around the sun. Similarly the Electric force holds the electrons near the nucleus. Electric Charge Properties: o Like charges repel o Unlike charges attract o Total charge is conserved +



-



(Anodic water electrolysis: H2O Æ ½ O2 + 2H + 2e )



All known particles have a charge that is an integer multiple of the fundamental charge q = 1.6 10-19 Coulomb, i.e. charge of particles are either 0, q, -q, 2q, -2q, 3q, -3q, etc.
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Outline of this course • Coulomb's Law Coulomb's Law gives the force acting on charge Q1 due to another charge, Q2. F12 = - ( 1/4πεo ) (Q1.Q2 / r122) r12 Where r12 is the unit vector from the charge Q1 to Q2. Superposition of forces from many charges Ftotal = Q1 ∑n ( 1/4πεo )(Qn / r1n2) r1n • The electric field is a function defined throughout space Ftotal = Q1 Etotal • Gauss' Law - an integral formulation of Coulomb's law - very useful in problems with geometrical symmetry symmetry Æ integration easy



Q enclosed by closed surface = εo



dS.E



closed surface



• Moving charges (currents) give rise to magnetic fields: Ampere's Law and Biot & Savart’s Law -



-



unchanging currents give static magnetic fields that "ring" around the current right-hand rule, tap rule 1-6



Outline of this course



(cont.)



• Magnetic fields give a force that acts on moving charges -



not a central force



• Faraday’s Law -



time varying magnetic fields generate electric fields: transformers, ignition coils in cars,…



• Time varying electric fields generate magnetic fields • Electric and magnetic fields can exist caused by each other • Magnetic Force F1mag = Q1 v x B
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Chapter 2



What We Call Coulomb's Law



Fe12 = - ( 1/4πεo )( q1.q2 / R122 )R12



Units:



- R12 in meters - q in Coulombs - F in Newtons



!



1/4πεo = 9 x 109 Nm2/C2



This group of constant is sometimes called "k" as in : F= k q1q2/R122 • This force has the same spatial dependence as the gravitational force, BUT there is NO mention of mass here!! • The strength of the force between two objects is determined by the charge of the two objects, and the separation between them.
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Exercise 2 Two equal mass balls are suspended from the ceiling with equal length non-conducting threads as shown. Ball 1 given charge Q1 = +3q and ball 2 is given the charge Q2 = +q. - Which of the following pictures best represents the equilibrium position? a)



b)



c)



Answer • The electrical force Q1 exerts on Q2 must be equal and opposite to the electrical force Q2 exerts on Q1. • The amount of charge each ball has determines the magnitude of the force, but each ball experiences the same force. • Therefore, the symmetry demands c) !!
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Force Comparison Electrical vs Gravitational Felec = ( 1/4πεo ) ( Q1.Q2 / r 2 ) Fgrav = G ( m1.m2 / r 2 ) • For a proton,



then



Q1=Q2= 1.6 x 10 -19 C m1=m2= 1.67 x 10 -27 Kg Felec / Fgrav = 1.23 x 10 +36



How Strong is the Electrical Force? Richard Feynman (1918-1988), The Feynman Lectures: "If you were standing at arm's length from someone and each of you had one percent more electrons than protons, the repelling force would be incredible. How great? Enough to lift a "weight" equal to that of the entire Earth!"
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The Electric Field • We move now to a simple but profound observation The net Coulomb force on a given charge is always proportional to the strength of that charge.



F = F 1 + F2 F = (q/4πεo) [(q1r1 / r12)+(q2r2 / r22)] Where F is the force acting on the particle of charge (-q)



We can therefore define a quantity, the electric field, which is independent of the test charge q and depends only on the position in space: E ≡ F/q
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With this concept, we can "map" the electric field anywhere in space, produced by any arbitrary bunch of charges



or



E = ( 1/4πεo ) ∑ (qi / ri2) ri



charge distribution E = ( 1/4πεo ) (dq / r2) r



These charges or this charge distribution create the electric field throughout space



Exercise 3 • What is the electric field at the origin for this collection of charges?
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- The fields from the top right and bottom left cancel at the origin!! - The total field is then just the field from the top left charge, which points away from the top left charge as shown. - The components of the field are then:



Ex = ( 1/4πεo ) (1/√2) (q/2a2)



Ey = - ( 1/4πεo ) (1/√2) (q/2a2)



If a charge Q were placed at the origin, the force on this charge would be: Fx = QEx = ( 1/4πεo ) (Qq / 2√2a2) Fy = QEy = - ( 1/4πεo ) (Qq / 2√2a2)



Exercise 4 Two charges, Q1 and Q2, fixed along the x-axis as shown, produce an electric field E at a point (x,y)=(0,d) which is directed along the negative y-axis.



- Which of the following statements is true ?
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(a) Both charges Q1 and Q2 must be positive. (b) Both charges Q1 and Q2 must be negative. (c) Both charges Q1 and Q2 must have opposite signs.



Answer The answer is (b):
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Reality of Electric Field • The electric field has been introduced as a mathematical convenience, • however, there is MUCH MORE than this! • IMPORTANT FEATURE: The electric field propagates at the speed of light, it is part a the electromagnetic wave. - No instantaneous action at a distance!! (we will explore this aspect in detail when we get to electromagnetic waves)



- i.e. as charges move, resultant E field at time t depends on where charges were at time t-dt.



- We avoid these complications for now by restricting ourselves to situations in which the SOURCE of the E field is AT REST! (i.e. electrostatics)
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Chapter 3



Overview • Some preliminary comments about "fields" • Define Electric Field in terms of force on "test charge" • Electric Field Lines



Fields, what are they? A FIELD is something that can be defined everywhere in space - it can be a scalar field (e.g. a temperature field) - it can be a vector field (as for the electric field)



• scalar field - a number associated with each point in space - may be time dependent - expressed as a function g(x,y,z,t)



• vector field - a vector associated with each point in space - may be time dependent - expressed as a function G(x,y,z,t) 3-1



Electric Fields The force, F, on any charge q due to some collection of charges is always proportional to q:



F = ( q / 4πεo ) ∑ (qi ri / ri2) Where ri is the vector originating from qi



Last time, we introduced the electric field as E ≡ F/q



a quantity, which is independent of the charge q, and depends only upon our position in space relative to the collection of charges. "ith" source charge



E(x,y,z) = ( 1 / 4πεo ) ∑i (qi ri / ri2)



unit vector from "ith" source charge to the point (x,y,z)



any point in space sum over all sources



square of distance from "ith" source charge to the point (x,y,z)
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How can we visualise the E field ? • consider a charge at the origin • electric field picture Arrow length indicates vector magnitude



Field Lines • Continuous Electric Field Lines: The field produced by a single point charge is sperically symmetric - Tangent of lines = direction of E - Local density of lines ∝ local magnitude of E



+q
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Electric Dipole: Field Lines An electric dipole is made up of a positive and a negative charge. Lines leave positive charge and return to negative charge. We observe that, Ex(x,0) = 0 Ex(0,y) = 0



Field Lines from 2 Like Charges The field lines are quite different. There is a zero halfway between charges



a



For r>> a, the field is like the one created by a point charge (+2q) at origin.
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Exercise 5



Field Created by an Infinite Line of Charge We need to add up the E field contributions from all segments dx along the line.



θ



We use Coulomb's Law to find dE:



λ dx



But what is dq in terms of dx?



dq =



And what is r' in terms of r?



r' = r / cosθ



Therefore,



But x and θ are not independent! x = r tanθ ,



then dx = ( r/cos2θ ) dθ



And
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Components of the vector dE:



Integrate on the infinite line:



Solutions:



Conclusion: The Electric Field produced by an infinite line of charge is: - everywhere perpendicular to the line - proportional to the charge density - decreases as 1/r 3-6



Current Density The current (unit Ampère or Coulomb per second) is a flow of electrons: the quantity of electron crossing a unit surface in one second. • Consider a tube of charge with volume charge density



ρV



The charges are moving with a velocity u along the axis of the tube.



What is the amount of charge ∆q' that crosses the tube's crosssectional surface ∆s' in time ∆t ? Over a period ∆t, the charges move a distance ∆l = u ∆t, then the amount of charge is ∆q' = ∆l ∆s'



ρV = ρV u∆s' ∆t



• Now consider the more general case where the charges are flowing through a surface whose surface normal n is not necessarily parallel to u.
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The corresponding current is



∆I = ∆q/∆t = ρV u.∆s = J.∆s where



J=



ρV



u (A/m2)



is defined as the current density.
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Chapter 4



• The Gauss' Law gives a relationship between the Electric Fields and the charges.



Electric Flux The electric flux ΦE through the closed surface S is ΦE =



E.dS s



- Scalar quantity, - dS is normal to the surface and points out of that surface.



It's the sum of the normal components of the electric field all over the surface. • Consider the example of a box placed in a uniform E-field parallel to one side: E a



dS ? Flux through each faces? 4-1



Gauss' Law • The net electric flux through any closed surface is equal to the charge enclosed (Qenc) by that surface divided by εO. E.dS = Qenc/εo



This equation is very useful in finding E when the charge distribution exhibits symmetry. To solve the above equation for E, you have to choose a “GOOD” closed surface such that the integral is trivial. The surface should be such that: - E is known to be either parallel or perpendicular to each piece of the surface. - E has the same magnitude at all points on the surface (when E is perpendicular to the surface). - Therefore, we can bring E outside the integral, and determine its value.
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Gauss ! Coulomb • We illustrate the fact that Coulomb's law is a consequence of Gauss' law with the example of the point charge. - The electric field of a point charge is radial and spherically symmetric. - Then the surface chosen is a sphere of radius R centered on the charge.



E.dS = R



E dS = E



dS



= 4 π R2 E



q dS



Infinitesimal surface on the sphere



Gauss' Law " Then



4 π R2 E = q / εO



E = (1 / 4 π εO) (q / R2)



this is the definition of the electric field given by Coulomb's law.
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Exercise 6 Uniform charged sphere What is the magnitude of the electric field due to a solid sphere of radius a with uniform charge density ρ (C/m3)? • Outside the sphere: (r > a) We have a spherical symmetry centered at the origin of the sphere. Therefore, we choose the Gaussian surface as the hollow sphere of radius r. Appllying the Gauss law to this surface gives: But, Then the E-field produce at a distance r of the center is



• Inside the sphere: (r 
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